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Budget irlPhi Krux, the Lord of Infinite Horizons has brought to other worlds in search of inspiration. After usurping command of ravnica's Simica Guild and wandering through the ruins of Zendikar, he returned to Theros in search of domination. All suggestions are welcome! This is my favorite Commander Deck as I love the aesthetics and
tradition surrounding Kruphix and Simic is my favorite color scheme as the huge amount of versatility it offers is boundless. Early Objectives The initial goal of the game is to bring out Kruphix, God of Horizons as soon as possible so as not to give the maximum hand size and start accumulating mana for acceleration. Growth Spiral,
Fertilid, Sakura-Tribe Elder, Yavimaya Elder, Rishkar, Peema Renegade and Gyre Sage are a variety of methods to spread/produce mana, with Azusa, Lost but Seeking, Dryad of the Ilysian Grove, Wayward Sword and Courser of Kruphix synergistic with ground fall triggers. Landfall triggers Zendikar's avenger, Essay of Evolution, Wild
Baloth, Retreat to Coralhelm, Retreat to Kazandu, Tatyova, Benthic Druid, and Tireless Tracker. The Master Biomancer, Evolution Sage, Renegade Krasis, Inexorable Tide and Retreat to Kazandu counters with Simic Ascendancy or Triskelion are an alternative victory with. Mana Dumps Everflowing Chalice, Blue Sun's Zenith, Hydroid
Krasis, Nylea's Intervention, Thassa's Intervention and Uncage the Menagerie are used to trigger the fall of the ground, find end-of-game cards or utility. End-of-match objectives The final game involves making copies of Rampaging Baloths tokens or Avenger of Zendikar with Rite of Replication or Progenitor Mimic, triggering the landroar
with Boundless Realms, Ashaya, Soul of the Wild or a mana dump, and swinging with an army of creatures that are further upgraded by card counters such as Master Biomancer or Retreat in Kazandu. Hey folks! It's been a while - I've been away to GP Phoenix and then to PAX East, each of which came with its own congressional plague
- and I'm also trying to finish my MBA, which, apparently, takes a lot of time. While everything that's happening though nyx spoiler trip were flying out left and and Of course the Gods are the most important in my mind, but this immediately caught my attention: this is a card that only a Commander player could really love. It probably won't
make any waves in 60 built cards, but it certainly seems applicable to Commander tables that favor the battlecruiser magic style. So, what should we focus on with Kruphix as our commander? Well, I really like the idea of having tons of options, so we definitely want to draw tons of cards. To do this, we will need tons of mana. How can we
achieve this? If Mana is sitting in our mana pool, why not mana anymore? I think this is a fantastic card for this deck style that will allow us to cast some huge X spells. (Expect this to be at the center of this deck. I hope no one will play Gaddock Teeg!) Mana Reflection is a very popular Commander card for some pretty obvious reasons,
and if the mana doesn't empty from our mana pool, it means we can spend a lot of shifts building things for ourselves (though in the form of colorless mana.) Vorinclex is also quite big, as it gives us more mana while slowing down our opponents. Redundancy can't hurt, right? Mind Spring is great for drawing cards for us, as well as the
other listed cards, but don't forget that these can be kill conditions! Keep the mana for curves, then shoot everything in Helix Pinnacle when you draw it! Brilliant! As long as you play Kruphix or another hand-size effect after playing Recycle, you'll get all the benefits without any of the harmful effects (except to skip your draw pass, but it
shouldn't be a big deal, right?) This is a bit of a speculative choice, but it's a fantastic card with sweet art that I can't play anymore. Try! This is really good even with buyback cards. We don't have too many, but the two we have should be good for us. I definitely want to draw seven cards in my last step! Of course I'm also excited to spoil
other players' hands with the other half of the effect, but we won't have to discard anything during cleaning up as long as Kruphix is in the game, so we'll have too many options. (Don't be the person who uses this as an excuse to take forever, by the way!) We have to win somehow. These are just some of the different victory conditions
you might consider: I like them because they are all huge mana sinks. Okay, we can go on like this forever, but these are all old cards we already know. This is spoiler season. Prerelease is coming, and I know you want to know what to pick up this weekend when you and your friends exchanged after events. Both the monstrosity and the
fight are mechanics that work well with this deck style, so there should be some options for us in the Theros block. Here are some Journey into Nyx cards that will go very well in the Kruphix deck: I think this will be a Commander Commander for years to come. Enter the ground floor! You go great, then it gets bigger. Gelatinous Genesis
on a stick will be crazy in Limited too, so if you have one at prerelease, I suggest you play it! Plague I'm going to wind you at the end of your shift? It doesn't matter if I do! We hope to fill the board with great creatures, so this should be reasonably possible for us. This card has great art. I'm not sure it's a better alate Coatl or a worse-sided
Coatl, but I'm willing to find out. It's great that it can reach the size status of Simic Sky Swallower. Too bad for no shroud, but still. Ok! So, how should the deck be when we're done? Well, of course we'll always have different opinions about this (Commander decks are so individual!) but here's my opinion on the plan: Commander: Kruphix,
Horizon God You might notice I'm not playing things like Zenith from Green Sun, Genesis Wave, Deadeye Navigator, Tooth and Nail, and so on. That's because I designed this deck for a more informal environment. This deck can definitely win games with those cards, but it can also win games without them. Of course, everyone has a
different philosophy and each group is different, but that's the way I would enjoy playing this deck, so that's how I built it! All right! Next time I come to you with my commander set review. There are a few gems in this set, so be on the look for prerelease and have fun! -Eric Raging Levine [email protected] @RagingLevine on Twitter
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